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1. Welcome
2. AOO!C~lm~s
3. Confirmation of Minutes-

KE to follow up on MOS with David Crompton and CVMHS

t2J

G:\WORKGRP\
G:\WORKGRP\
Bayskle MH Manager.Bayslde MH Mana9er.

G:\WORKGRP\
MH Manager.

Bays~e

2, General
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2. Budget
3.
1UJ
1,

Meeting to be arranged with key hospital staff and key mental

2.

health staff- update to be given

G:\WORKGRP\
BaysKle MH Manager.

Date
Agenda

19 August 201()
Facility l'rnjl!'ct T1rnm Mteting l 2
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Date!

Attachments:

Katie Eck~rstey
FPTM Rcdland Adolescent ETU
7/J.')/!.011 l l:Ol AM
FPTM Redland Adolescent facllfty • Confldentlal Not for Distribution
110719 MinBrf CID.doc

Hello All

Please be advised that the July & August FPTM Redland Adolescent Facility Meetings have been cancelled.
The attached confidential bnef details Issues and decisions pending. At this stage we anticipate reconvening
the
in September.
I am advised that the Mental Health Directorate has advised that the facility w!ll no fonger be built
with capacity to expand to 20 beds it wlll be
lun~ ti..:1 m tot 1~ tcds. David Crompton and Brett
McDermott are revisiting the plans !n conjunction with stakeholders. Terry carter and David Pagendam are
reviewing residential space and shared areas. The ICT and kitchen requirements wUI need to be
reconfirmed to provide an accurate reflection of requirements and Education Queens{and will be approached
with a request to provide a capital contrrbutlon for the school component of the project
Klnd regards
Katie

Katie Eckersley
Manager
Bays1de Mental Health Service
Metro South Health Service District
Ph:

25/07/201
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Uriefing
The f fonourable Geoff Wilson MP
Minister for Health
Requested by: Deputy Director-General
Health Planning and lnfrastructure Division
requfrod

ror approval
For meeting

SUBJF.CT:

0

0

bate requastsd: 19 July 201.1

Aetloo required by 19 AugusJ 2011

Other attachments for Ministerial consideration

WHh oorrespondence
For Information

0
D

Speaking poln!s
Orait media release

D M!nlsterlal Statement
D Question on Notice
D Cabinet related document

MENrAL HEALTH CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAM
Rl:ZDLAND 15 BED ADOLESCENT EXTENDED TREATMENT UNIT PHOJl!C1'
TOWN PLANNiNG ISSUES

Proposal
Tflat the Minister:
Approve option (a}, of tho three options, detailed below. That is to delay seeking
Community Infrastructure Designation (CHJ) of Lot 30 Weipptn Street, Cleveland untH Phase
One of the site master planning has been completed for Redtand Hospital.
Note Phase 1 of the site master planning for Redfand Hospital is scheduled to be completed
at the end of October 2011 and Phase Two is scheduled to ba completed in early 2012.
Note the CID process for Lot 30 Weippin Street, Cleveland has been commenced with an
lnitlal Assessment Report for stakeholder (State and Local Government) consultation having
been completed. This process will require recommencement as a consequence of
additional faclnties intended for the site.
Note that the Redland 15 bed Adolescent Extended Treatment Unit (ETU) project cost
estimate at Project Definition Phase is $18,891.443 (GST exclusive) which fS $2, 763,011
(GST exclusive} over the budget allocated within the Queensland Mental Health Capital
Works Program of $16, 128A32 (GST exclusive) and although it was Initially anticipated the
Program would be completed by June 2012, the Adolescent ETU project is now scheduled
to be completed In Octobct 2013
Urgency
1. Routine approval of this brief 1s required to continue intirte with tho Redland 15 Bed
Adolescent Extended Treatment Unit (ETU) and Schoof project Master Program
(Attachment 1).

The Redland 15 Bed Adolescent ETU and School is 1 of the 17 projects funded under the
Queensland Montal Health Capital Works Program.
3

located at The Par!< - Centre for Mental
The
Adolescent ETU and School
as being 1naae<1w1 and unsafe. A review by an Australian
Health has
ronl!li"Omcint Qf this
on Health Care Standards """"'"rnnr.c:.nnt~n
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4. An extensive Site Options Study (Attachment 2) was undertaken in 2007 to identify the most
appropriate location for the Adolescent ETU and School. The Site Options Study identified
Lot 30 Weippin Street, Cleveland to be the most suitable location for the redevelopment of
the 15 Bed Adolescent ETU.
On 15 January 2009 Minister Robertson, Minister for Health approved BR040033 acquisition
of lot 30 Weippin Streetr Cleveland for Health Service Delivery (Attachment 3).

6. Queensland Heafth acquired the property shown in the attached Google site plan, for
expansion of health services from the Department of lnfrastructure and Planning (DIP). on
11 March 2009 (Attachment 4).
7.

DIP indicated its support for the transfer to the site to Queensland Health as the site was to
be used to deliver critical infrastructure. Queensland Health obtained approval to undertake
a Community Infrastructure Designation over the site in January 2008, which included
assessment of environmental impacts. However, the process was placed on hold pending
confirmation of funding to acquire the site.

8.

In December 2008 the Minister for Sustainability, Climate Change and Innovation advised alf
Queensland Government Departments that a freeze had been placed on the disposal and
clearing of State land until an appropriate Planning Policy had been developed to protect the
South East Queensfand Koala habitat.

9.

In June 20101 DERM released the Koala Conservation in South East Queensland State
Planning Policy (SPP) and State Regulatory Provision (SPRP) which now prevails over any
other planning instrument and requires that government agencies and others must minimise
the Impact of all future development In South East Queensland on koalas and also offset
that development if approved.

10. The site has been partially assigned to the relocation of the Adolescent ETU and School
Schematic Design plan (Attachment 5) with the remainder of the land proposed for future
Redland Hospital expansion.
11. The Adolescent ETU and School is planned to be located at the rear of the site to maximise
the space remaining for further development. This Is in a more heavily treed area and the
building layout was designed to minimise koala habitation impacts while maintaining service
functionality.
12. Planning Branch, Health Planning and Infrastructure Division in partnership with Metro
South Health Service District are undertaking Site Master Planning for Redland Hospital.
Phase One is scheduled to be completed at the end of October 201 and Phase Two is
scheduled to be completed in early 2012.

issues
13. DERM officer's advice is that the Minister for the Environment has received several letters
from community members and conservation groups raising concerns over the proposed
Redland Hospital (Attachment 6).
14. Given a substantial financial outlay of approximately $10 million in acquiring the site
Queensland Health is seeking to maximise use of the site to attain best value for money and
meet the future needs in the delivery of hearth services to the community.

3
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15. Three options are available as follows;
a. Await completion of Phase One of the master planning for Redland Hospitaf to
identify all future required health facilities for the site and how this can be achieved
with the assistance of DERM in meeting the State Planning Poficy 2/10: Koala
Conservation in South East Queensland.
b. Continue now with the Community Infrastructure Designation process, for the
Adolescent ETU facifity only, to public consultation without the robust master
planning information for the site and risk DERM being unsupportive fn developing
further facilities on the site and significant community backlash.
c.

Find a new site on whtch to locate the Adolescent ETU which would cause a long
delay to delivery, make the previous Site Options Study redundant and still require a
Community Infrastructure Designation to be undertaken.

Consultation
16. The Adolescent ETU Facilities Project Team Meetings have representation from Metro
South Health Service District, including Redfand Hospital staff, Education Queensland, the
Barrett Centre at The Park and Mental Health Branch.
17. The development of the service model and the planning and design phases for the
Adolescent ETU has included consumers and mental health staff.

18. Project Services are procurrng the projects within the Queensland Mental Health Capital
Works Program on behalf of Queensland Health. Ongoing consultation is occurring
between Town planning officers from Project Services, Property officers from Queensland
Health and Environmental officers from DERM.
Financial implications
19. The 15 bed Adolescent Extended Treatment Unit and School project is funded from the
$148.351 million (GST exclusive) Queensland Mental Health Capital Works Program.

20. The project cost estimate (Attachment 7) at Project Definition Phase Schematic Design is
$18,891,443 (GST exclusive) which is $2,763,011 (GST exclusive) over the budget
allocated w1thin the Queensland Mental Health Capital Works Program of $16, 128,432 (GST
exclusive) (Attachment 8).
21. The Schematic Design report was submitted by Project Services on 17 May 2011. As the
cost estimate contained within the Schematic Design report is over budget the Schematic
Design scope will be analysed and amended to reduce costs to within the allocated budget.
Legaf implications

22. There are no legal implications.
Elected representative

23. State

Government~

Mr Peter Dowling MP, Member for Redlands

24. Federal

3 8
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Remedial action
25. No remedial action required.

Attachments
26. Attachment 1: Master Program.
Attachment 2: Site Options Study.
Attachment 3: BR040033 land acquisition approval.
Attachment 4: Google site plan.

Attachment 5: Schematic Design plan.
Attachment 6: DERM advice.
Attachment 7: Project Cost Estimate.
Attachment 8: Queensland Mental Health Capital Works Program Project Budgets.

3 9
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Recommendation

That the Minister
Approve option (a), of the three options, detailed below. That is to delay seeking a
Community Infrastructure Designation (CID) of Lot 30 Weippin Street, Cleveland until Phase
One of the site master pfanntng has been completed for Aadland Hospital.
Note Phase 1 of the site master planning for Aadland Hospital is scheduled to be completed
at the end of October 2011 and Phase Two is scheduled to be compfeted in early 2012.
Note the CID process for Lot 30 Welppin Street, Cleveland has been commenced with an
Initial Assessment Report for stakeholder (State and Loc.:ai Government) consultatfon having
been completed. This process will require recommencement as a consequence of
additional facilities intended for the site.

Note that the Redland 15 bed Adolescent Extended Treatment Unit {ETU) project cost
estimate at Project Definition Phase is $18,891A43 (GST exclusive) which is $2,763,011
(GST excfuslve) over the budget allocated within the Queensland Mental Health Capital
Works Program of $16, 128A32 (GST exclusive) and although it was Initially anticipated the
Program would be completed by June 2012, the Adolescent ETU project is now scheduled
to be compteted in October 2013.
APPROVED/NOT APPROVED

NOTED

NOTED

GEOFF WILSON
Minister for Heanh

Principal Advisor

Senior Policy Advisor/
Policy Advisor

I

I

I

I

I

I

Dr Tony O'ConneH
Director-Gane rat

Michelle Walter

Rosemary Hood

Glenn Rashleigh

A/Director Statewide
Projects

Acting program Director

Executive Director

Deputy Director·
General

Capital Delivery Program
South
Health Planning and
Infrastructure Division

Capita! Delivery Program
South
Health Planning and
Infrastructure Division

Capital Delivery
Program
Health Planning and
Infrastructure Division

Health Planning and
Infrastructure Division

f9 July 2011

<Data>
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From:

"PAGENDAM David 11
<
.au>
To:
''Alan Mayer"
Date:
9/29/20 I 1 2:36 PM
Subject:
RE: Re: Redlands l 5 Bed Adol ETU Redesign
CC:
"CARTER Te1Ty"
"EBZERY Justine" <
"LUTON Dean"
Attachments: adolescent reduced footprintpdf

.au>,

Tl1anks for your various emaifs A!an.

! attach a "quick and dirty'' plan showing a reduced footprint. The new building blocks are Indicated in pink,
road and car park in grey, and open recreational spaces in yellow. The footprint of the previous design is
superimposed in blue.
The main fea lures of t11is plan are:~ Residential block not changed internally,

just re-located on site.

e Therapies and admin blocks rationalised Into simple rectangles, with admin placed on top

or therapies

in a two-storey block. Stairs and lift added to suit.
e School functions raHonalised into a single one-storey rectangular block.

• Plant rooms p!aced over storage and gardening sheds in a two-storey configuration.
o Car parking made more cornpact and moved eastwards to reduce intrusion into the site.

Busf1 fire clearance zones, 26m wide, have been maintained on the north and west sides of the
buildings. as required by the busl1 fire report. A clearance zone may also be needed on the south
side. if the rest of the site is not developed.
o Tl1e area of open space available to residents has been maintained at about the same total as
previously. by utilising the bust1 fire clearance zones to maximum advantage.
~ This proposal results in the preservation of a strip of bush approximately 27 metres wide along the

western boundary, which previously required clearing as a bush fire break. This is aboL1t 12°/,, of the
site width.
We also looked at using the slope of the land to put car parking, storage, plant rooms etc under buildings.
The problem is that access to the sile from the main hospital roads is from the high side of the site to the
east. The elevated parts of buildings are on the opposite side of Iha site. Putting parking under, say, the
residential block, would result in a tonger roadway, and this extra intrusion into the site would result in a
larger footprint than the one we now have.
I note Hilary Hebblewhite's comments about some of the non-clinical features, These can be addressed at
design development stage once we have resolved the current "big picture" issues.
Having looked at H1is sketch plan again, I can see that there is scope for further refinement and compaction,
but I will leave it like this to get some reedback before going further.
I hope this helps.

9/ll/2011

1
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The contents of this e]ectronic message and any attachments are intended only for the addressee and
may contain privileged or confidential information. They may only be used for the purposes for
which they were supplied. If you are not the addressee you are notified that any transmission,
distribution, downloading, printing or photocopying of the contents of this message or attachments
is strictly prohibited. The privilege of confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is
not waived, lost or destroyed by reason of mistaken delivery to you. Jfyou receive this message in
error please notify the sender by return e-mail or telephone.
1

Please note: the Department of Public Works ca1Ties out automatic software scanning> filtering and
blocking of E-mails and attachments (including emails of a personal nature) for detection of viruses,
malicious code, SPAM, executable programs or content it deems unacceptable. All reasonable
precautions will be taken to respect the privacy of individuals in accordance with the Infom1ation
Privacy Act 2009 (Qld). Personal information will only be used for official purposes, e.g.
monitoring Departmental Personnel's compliance with Departmental Policies. Persona] information
will not be divulged or disclosed to others, unless authorised or required by Departmental Policy
and/or law.
Thank you.

9/11/2011
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Officer
~ooc..:1a11~md

Svrvicos

West Moreton I fospital anci Ht=:alth Scrvir.es

u1'ho aim of youth services should thoreforn be to reclucu tho need for transition into
adult services." (McGorry, Bates1 Birchwood, 2013)

"Estimates suggest that between
to one-half of adult mental illness may be
with appropriate interventions in childhood and adolescence. '* (Kim-Cohen et al,

The combined factors of geography 1 vast distances and population distnbution in
Queensland mean that no matter where services are located, some young peopie with
severe and complex mental health problems will stm need to travel to gain access to
appropriate services and/or the services will need to travel to the young people. This means
consistent, frequent and regular availability of services will still be dffficult to provide. To say
that young people shouldn't have to travel to get the kind of treatment and rehabilitation
Barrett is ideal!stic and doesn't reflect reality or practicality, As people travel to access other
specialist health services tike specialist cardiac or cancer treatment. some young peopte will
have to travel and maybe stay away from home to acces$ the type and intensity of service
required to meet their particular mental health needs. There simply aren't the amounts of
experienced staff to service young people with complex needs right across the state and the
comparatively smaH percentages of young people with the most complex needs makes
multiple extended treatment and rehabilitation services not economically viable. Although
p:-1ro11ts would prefer their ch!ldrnn close !o rome, and young people may rot wish to leave
their con,munity 1 if rt comes to a question of keeping your child alive, as it does for many
parents, then there is no choice to make - you send your child wherever you need to, to
their life, and help them reclaim their life.

The hope is that with a greater emphasis on promotion. prevention and early intervention, Is
that young people receive
care that prevents them from progressing to the point
where there situation is severe and
Queensland spent onfy 1.7% of the $983.3
o.;..;:.:;,.;;.;...:..-;;;.~ on Promotion, Prevention and
Intervention, Action Area of the COAG National
Action Plan on Mental Health 2006~2011 funding
a smallor portion of this would
have been alloca1ed to
mental health. Other states spent three and four times this
amount in this action area. Unless this situation r1r::=ic::t1t"~H\/ improves, it wilt take many years
before
and
will have
on
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reducing the numbers of young people with severe and complex needs. Even with a
widespread system of well-funded, well-staffed, well-coordinated services for these young
people existed state-wide, there will always be some young people who will fall through the
gaps. Lack of staff, lack of funding, geographic isolation, unsupportive home environment,
abuse, young person's avoidance of help, complexity of young person 1s mental illness (dual
diagnosis)- many reasons will cause the young person to progress to a point where they will
need the treatment and rehabmtation of a centre like Barrett. No system or model of care will
be perfect and be able to catch every young person that needs help or treatment at the time
they most need it. However these young people should be provided with the very best and
most comprehensive treatment and rehabilitation available. They are the most vulnerable of
all young people and the
There must be extended
treatment and rehabilitation services with onsite schooling for young people with severe and
complex mental health problems.

It would be very easy to consider the Barrett School a separate entity, especially being
operated by a separate government department. However the School is anything but
separate. It delivers much more than merely maintaining access to an academic curriculum.
To have a seamless integration between education and treatment. being onsite, has
enormous positive benefits for recovery outcomes.
The education programme at Barrett is crucial to the effective treatment and recovery plan
for each young person 1 helping them explore vocational options, develop life-skills, develop
self-esteem and re-engage with education. It is uniquely integrated with each young
person's individual treatment plan. The access to on-site schooling is a vital factor, in not
just transitioning the young people back to a world from which they have long withdrawn 1 but
In preparing them to live independent adult lives. And though it is referred to as 'on-site
schooling\ it's Important to note that the learning experiences don't just take place in the
classroom but in the extended community as wefl. Beyond the group activities
where specialised teachers have developed ingenious methods to incorporate learning into
therapy and social/persona! development activities, the young people engage In a wide
range of actlvities 1 go on excursions such as career expos, visit workplaces, visit community
organisations, do community work, to provide them with broader commun[ty experiences.
They do work experience in the community facilitated by teachers, and where appropriate for
Individual students, provide educational support for those attending school and further
education such as TAFE oft-site.
The School recognises the importance of physical activity in mental health and education of
the young peopfe and incorporates Physical Education in their school program as well as
providing other physical activity opportunities when possible. The large grounds around the
school are therefore an essential component of the onsfte schooling, and would need to be
catered for at any location to which the facility was relocated.

5
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In addition, the school encourages the adjustment to a more 'normalised• daily routine.
'Patients' become 'students' away from the ward in an environment that leaves any
medical/hospital atmosphere aside and allows interaction ~md the development of peer
relationships - a key element of life but quite often something that young sufferers of severe
mental illness have never experienced or not in some time. Inpatients live with, attend school
and socialise with their peers. In a safe and supportive environment where their peers are
often going through similar issues, many young people experience friendship with people
their own age (who have not been able to 'fit1 in socially} for the first time in their lives. Onsite
schooling allows them to interact with their peers in the education environment, offering them
the opportunity to learn and practice different ways of engaging and communicating in a
different environment, with different expectations, but with the flexibmty of being able to
withdraw to the ward if they need to or for treatment needs. If the school was off-site this
would be much more problematic. In some cases, young people early in their admission are
reluctant to attend the school environment - or leave their room even. However with the
school onsitel it is much easier to move between the two environments than if the school
was off-site.This is particularly crucial for some ff not most young people, partlcularly early In
their admission.
The School, as with any organisatlonl is only as good as its people. All of the staff are highly
experienced working with young people with complex mentaf health problems and the issues
that creates for their education. They are extremely knowledgeable, commrtted and
dedicated and know and understand the environment in the ward. This is further highlighted
by current teaching staff volunteering their time to run the holiday program for inpatients - an
important part of their rehabilitation - because WMHHS staff weren't provided to run the
program. as they normally do. It is another of the reasons the Education department wishes
to retain the school staff as a team as it recognises the value of the group as a whole, and
why the onsite schooling is such an advantage to the overall program of care. The
education staff are very connected and engaged with treatment staff. Onsite schooling
facilitates the easy exchange of information, because both WMH and Education staff can
easily move between the two environments when required. The fun wrap around service
model can really only be effective If the domains of treatment and care are working In
partnership. Unfortunately this occurring In reality outside what has been the Barrett Centre
is not evident.
Educators In this team are In a perfect position to be able to document practices and
strategies. recognising the value of this information. For example some have commenced
an action research project on Pedagogy for adolescents with psychiatric disorders and
presented at a conference in Amsterdam. The research done ensures ever Improving
standards of specialised schooling and the opportunity to use this information throughout the
broader education system. This capacity for research and consultation Is definitely enhanced
by the onsite location of the school which allows for easy collaboration and communication
with
and
staff• ..:...:..::.::.::::...::..:::.:..::.:.:..::::;.:.....:..:.::.u..:.:~=~~..:::.;;.;.:o:..:.~=...:.:.;::;;:.;:::....:;;:;.;::...;::~
The current education team are committed to remaining as a group to continua to offer their
services as an integral part of the full treatment and rehabilitation program. This is
supported by the Education Department. It is ironic that the recognition for the important
work done by the onsite education stream of Barrett is recognised and valued by that
Department as an essential part of the treatment and rehabilitation component of Barrett. as

316
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Identified by the ECRG, yet the Planning Group wltnln the Health Departemnt did not
acknowledge the need for the schooling to be onsite. lmportantty, the school Is well"placed
onsite for future opportunities to examine the effect of mental health on thp,ir education, and
conversely the influence re-engagement In education has on young people's recovery: the
reciprocal benefits.
RJvendell is a jointly administered School (NSW Department of Health and Department of
Education & Communities - www.rivendell-s.schools.nsw.edu.au) in Concorde West New
South Wales. It offers Inpatient and day-patient programs with an onsite school and "clinical
and education staff work collaboratively on educational programs. Education staff also
provide teaching to other offsite hospital inpatient se1vices. Whilst inpatient times are
shorter than Barrett, It provides an excellent demonstration of the benefits and capacities of
a treatment facility with onsite schooling.
1
'

Finally, the incidence of wlthdrawal and disengagement by adolescents from school and
other educational environments Is a very common occurrence. It is identified as one of the
most significant factors used in mental health assessments and further supports the need for
on-site and highly specialised and accessible educational programs.
The close collaboration of Barrett treatment and rehabilitation and Barrett schooling would
be a perfect example of what the Government is trying to achieve via Mental Health
Commission's whole-of-government strategic mental health plan - the integration and
collaboration between departments for better outcomes and coordination of services.

Whilst the general thrust of contemporary mental health service provision is to locate
services In or close to the communities where people live, the geography of Queensland
the distances - and the population distribution makes it difficult, if not impossible to do.

~

It is not ideal, however this is not always a negative. Barrett patients
have cited that there can actually be advantages to a NON-localised facility i.e. it can act as
a circuit breaker for the young person to put an end to the cycle they have been stuck in one of moving from acute facil!ty to home back to acute facility, especially where there are
limited other services. In some circumstances, In an all too familiar environment, a young
person is destined to repeat destructive or stagnating patterns of behaviour. So moving to a
totally new environment can not only give them a more conducive setting for understanding
their condition and addressing their problems 1 but It can be a conscious trigger for them to
acknowledge that they have NOT progressed in their previous situations and need to now
apply themselves as fully as they can because their illness has reached a level that has
warranted such a significant change. This is particularly relevant when a person comes from
a regional area where the social and service systems are small.
Being recognized in their home communfty because of
the scars from self-harm or being bullied or ridiculed because of the stigma of mental illness
and the public knowledge that the young person has been admitted to an acute ward can
seriously exacerbate a young person's mental health Issues. In addition, in circumstances
where abuse or neglect in the home environment has actually been a significant factor in the
mental health issue that young person is suffering, being away from unsupportive ort in
some cases, an abusive home environment is clearly a positive step and one that is vital if
any progress is to be made at an.
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The benefits of leavlng the home environment are also apparent for young people in the
same location as the service. Becoming an Inpatient provides the same circuit-breaker for
destructive habits and behaviours, an opportunity to escape an unsupportiv~ or abusive
environment, a chance to re-engage with schooling and peers, develop social and
community connections and access the level of clinical and therapeutic support they require.

Not all inpatients will remain In Barrett to become day patients. But for those patients for
whom returning to their home Is not an option or young people who live locally who are not
ready for discharge, the capacity to attend as a day-patient as they progress In their treatment
and recovery is an advantage. The young person Is able to begin gradually, starting with one
day a week if needed. This allows them to maintain the connection with staff, school and
treatment and try out their Independence and self-management. The sense of belonging and
support is maintained but progress is tested and consolidated as young people reconnect with
home and community.
Staff can observe the effects of treatment and the associated changes that take place in
adolescents who transition from full-time inpatient to day-patient. Barrett can continue to
monitor the progress of day patients and adjust treatment level and type accordingly. The
young person can be supported to further build on home and community links until full daypatient status. Likewise as a full day-patient, the treatment team can facilftate further
reduction of day attendance, at the same time expanding the young person's engagement
with other education or vocational options and service providers (including residential if
required) as determined by their treatment plan. This alfows for a seamless transition back
into the community.
(Iv) Community;
There is a risk of viewing Barrett as a one-dimenslonal facility - inpatient - and seeing it just
as a collection of components - Psychiatrists, Psychologists, Doctor, associated Therapists,
Mental Health Nurses, Educators, Support staff, residential facilities, other support services.
A tick and flick list of these items would indicate that the young people have access to all the
essentiaf ingredients to help them move towards recovery. Just having all of these
components in the one place does not mean that young people will recover, no matter how
many years of experience the people have or how modem and purpose-designed the
building is.
There is something at Barrett that isn't listed on anyone's job description, or activity or
feature of the Centre, but is a function of the combination of all of these things in an
environment and atmosphere of commitment, dedication, experience and passion to help
these young people. It would be difficult to measure - difficult to qualify and quantify. It is
probably defined best as 'the whole is greater than the sum of its parts'. It is the sense of
community it provides to the young people. This helps them to overcome their social
isolation, develop confidence in their Interactions, feel acceptance and build relationships make progress towards recovery: feel part of something.
Just like any community 1 there are rules, different environments, different people, different
activities, different expectations etc.• just on a smaller scale. There is safety, stability!
consistency, reassurance, security and trust, even If the young person doesn't feel these
things on admission, the structure routines and relationships will allow them to develop. Not
every aspect of this communi1y will be positive or pleasant for the young person - as In the
1
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the wider community, but they experience these things with the support, guidance and under
the observation of staff- 24 hours a day. This will help build resmence and skllls that can be
used in the wider community.
The relationships formed in this 1micro-community' between staff (school, clinical, therapy)
and adolescents are vital to their participation and engagement in - and effectiveness of treatment, therapy and schooling - and are an extremely powerful component of the
'community1 • Such relationships can take much longer to develop in the general community
as contact with clinicians and other workers would be more brief, less frequent, and more
variable. The young person's inclination to engage in treatment and school could be severely
reduced without these substantial reratlonships.
Many of the aspects of life that have either eluded these young people, or they have actively

disconnected from due to their mental Illness is available to them within this community, and
with treatment, rehabilitation and time, wm enable them to return to their own communities to
lead fu !filling lives.

This Is self-explanatory. Either the service doesn't exist 1 which is often the case in rural and
regional services or the service does not have sufficient resources to provide the service:
insufficient inpatient beds; lack/unavai!abiHty of staff; staff with lack of experience; demand
for service creating waiting lists/long waiting times for appointments. This results in no
access to services, inadequate services or the extreme outcome of young people being
placed in adult facilities. which can result in further trauma to the young person and an
exacerbation of their condition.
Inconsistency in staff and their training/expertise in the area of Adolescent Mental Health has
been the biggest problem identified by parents and their young person. The variation in
quality of service delivery needs to be minimal for young people to develop faith in the
service they are receiving.

The fact that young people with complex needs are required to access adult services either
due to lack of services (as described above) or after the age of 18 shows a complete lack of
recognition for latest research on adolescence. Patrick McGorry states '1Emerging adulthood
is now a more prolonged and unstable developmental stage" (2013). For youth with
complex needs this Jf often magnified because they can be socially, mentally and emotionally
developmentally delayed to varying degrees due to their social isolation and subsequent loss
of contact with peers and associated social engagement So even at 18 they may not be at a
level of maturity equivalent to their same-age peers. This will particularly depend on the
amount and quality of treatment and rehabilitation they have had access to, how long they
have been accessing it, and how successful it has been. There must be alternatives for these
young people besides adult facitilies, even after they turn 18.
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In this case the service is available bLJt not able to be accessed. It was recently stated at a
Mental Heatth Commission forum that <50°/(l of young people that present to the CYMHS do
not get past intake. Investigations would need to be undertaken as to whether this was due
to the service being full, or the young person was not assessed as needing the service.
Whether the assessment is accurate would depend on the level of experience of staff and/
the preparedness of the staff to listen to the parenUcarer presenting with the young person.
If young people are being turned away from CYMH services, how does this demonstrate
early intervention/prevention? There are many examples of these Instances -

In some communities/areas, there is a distinct lack of cooperation between services.
Parents have reported incidents where CYMHS have not wanted to refer to other
community-based services or recommended against using them. Reasons for this vary from
being possessive of the patient and not wanting to relinquish control of treatment; resistance
to referring patient on because of fear of scrutiny of treatment already provided; service and
staff avallable but not experienced enough to handle young person with complex needs. At
a recent mental health forum, comments were made about the almost 'competition' type
atmosphere between services (competing for funding, payments for placements) that
hinders the collaboration between services. This Is a major objective of the Mental Heatlh
Commission - to develop a whole-of-government strategic mental health plan that wilf
facilitate (hopefully) the collaboration and better integration of associated government
departments (health, education, justice, housing) and community mental health services.
Unfortunately, and unbelievably, the development of a new model and the Minister's
tntentlon to set up 'residential' type or other services - his descritpions have never been
specific - will not be part of thls process.

The experience of many families ls that they have been 'demonised' by the existing service
system. Many talk of feeling as though they are blamed for their child's condition or judged
when their chHd presents with Instances of self~harm in hospitals. Whlfe it is acknowledged
that some incidents of trauma or abuse may have occurred In the home, it is also a very
uncommon cause for most adolescents. There does not seem to be much recognition for
experience/knowledge of the parent/carer and conversely In some cases, if the parent
demonstrated any professional knowledge, they were expected to become the sole service
provider for their child.
Family support is a fundamental part of supporting any person In need. Building up the
capacity of families will continue to be the most effective way to support young people by
providing training/mentoring/counselllng/support pathways. Rather than become defensive
when families and parents ask questions -the approach could be inclusive and respectful.
Sadly, this is not the experience of many parents.
The family is who an adolescent is discharged home to after an admission in any hospital.
Often this occurs without a discharge plan or timely/effective service responses post
admission. There are limited referral options and CYMH services have been unable to
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provide the range of services needed. This has left families desperate, worried and illequipped to keep their chHdren safe or be working towards a recovery. When families keep
asking for help, they are Ignored or not believed reading to a growing lack of faith and belief
In the system or the government stations over seeing it. In addition, the lack of consultation
with familles further embeds the lack of genuine family involvement and consideration.

Barrett could develop models for interaction with young people via this medium. This could

be integrated into the full range of treatment and therapy programmes for young people who
are on leave from the centre, follow-up of recently discharged patients 1 even to commence
contact with young people on the waitlist and their clinicians/therapists/family/supports.
Offering the facility for family contact would enable to young people to have a more
meaningful Interaction with their famllles, especially when they are a long way from home.
E-health modes could be used to facllltate contact/consultation with rural/regional clinicians
who request or require consultation with the specialist team at Barrett 1 even so far as
establishing case conferencing for young people on the waitlist or for consideration for
referraf.(Refer to attachment 1)

Family units could be attached to an extended treatment and rehabilitation service for
families/carers of those who live outside the metropolitan area, to better facilitate the
involvement and support of parents in their child's treatment, such as is available for parents
of children with other health problems. (Refer to attachment 1)

"There Is a lack of appropriate and urgently-responsive mobile community-based services
thBt would support children, young people and their families in the least restrictive place of
intervention. Such services would reduce the likelihood of hospital admission, reduce the
demands on hospital emergency departments, and support earlier discharge from hospital,
thereby reducing the demands on inpatient beds. (Extract from Issues Paper submitted to
Mental Heatlh Commission 'Qualitv. integrated, responsive and recoverv-fooussed child and
youth mental health services across Queensland' Prepared and submitted by.·Queensland
Children's Health Hospital and Health Service CYMHS in collaboration with partners)
1
'

There needs to be communication between the services that work with and refer young
people with severe and complex needs and a specialist facility like Barrett to minimise the
risk of these young people being lost by being referred somewhere that can't hefp or being
on a referral round-about or with just no service available at all. If you consider that the
number of young people with the most severe and complex mental health problems could be
around 1% (estimate), it is only logic to realise that clinicians may go through their career
without ever having contact with this cohort of young people (depending on where they work)
or at least see very few. A centre like Barrett should have a clinician who is avaifable to
consult with other clinicians and services around the state - especially regional services
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II

I
i

where staff may not be experienced or have limited experience with severe and complex
1
mental health cases. This would not be a casual arrangement relying on local clinicians
decisions to consult 1 but a formalised process with indicators that would trigger a
consultation with an E3:XptH t clinician. E-health and teleconferencing would easily enable th!s
(refer question 3 (i}). There should be a team that meets - like Child Protection teams that
operate in connections with hospitals (SCAN teams? or they used to be called that) that
monitor the young people that are identified as at risk of deteriorating into a severe and
complex condition so they don't get lost in the system. Again this would be a formarised
process with protocols based on indicators to trigger referrals to the team to minimise the
likelihood of these young people fall through the gaps and fail to access the appropriate
clinical care. This would also increase the likelihood that young people could remain in their
community if it was combined with direct clinical and therapeutic consultations with Barrett
staff. This team would Case~manage a statewide caseload of the most at risk or most
severely ill young people. Lack of local experienced clinicians would be much less of an
issue and that clinician would meet regularly with the team to discuss the care and progress
of young people on the caselist. That way, the expertise of Barrett is valued and used to
inform the care/case management of these kids before they get worse. This team would
have a state-wide caseload. The Health Minister stated in a radio interview In July, how
eager he was to utilise the potential and benefits of E-consultations so this might be
something he would support

!

I

I

Refer to attachment

When a young person presents to an acute facility or is admitted to Barrett, the question
should be asked- HOW DJD THEY GET HERE? And in one way, it probably is, through
the gathering of patient information on admission to get a case history, but not in order to
work out which part of the system failed - what are the gaps that allowed this young person
to deteriorate into this state? And not so something can be done about it. This
information needs to be gathered and analysed to work out where the gaps are and why
young people end up in this situation, in most case, despite desperate efforts by their
parents/carers. Was it inexperienced staff, lack of service - all of the above Issues recorded
in question two. However there is a problem wlth this. Parents/carers tell clinicians,
therapists, support services, doctors. And if you are lucky, you will get an understanding one
who will really hear you and view you as their most important resource - someone who
knows their patient better than anyone else. But in so many cases - as you would find if you
asked parents/carers - they have to fight, advocate, push, pester. This is exhausting and
heartbreaking.
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after months, sometimes
Imagine if you finally found somewhere that could help
years of trying. Imagine if they were admitted and you started seeing changes that gave you
hope. Imagine then, that you were told it was closing down,

(i) Barrett/Tier 3 and other services shouldn't be created/adjusted as the Minister is trying to
do before the Mental Health Commission is finished with their process. In fact there should
be a unique commission process specifically for youth mental hearth services, and how they
might then integrate with adult services that should run parallel to the Commission's main
process - it is too big to do in one group. Youth services wm get lost again without a specific
plan and process of thefr own. Especially if the government is emphasizing prevention and
early intervention. In Western Australia the WA Commission for Children and Young People
commissioned an Inquiry into the Mental Health and Wellbeing of Children and Young People
in Western Austraria. The subsequent report (2011) specified that "The Inquiry has
recommended that the Mental Health Commission become the lead coordinating body for
the improvement of service delivery for children and young peopfe's mental health - by
developing a comprehensive and strategic plan for the mental health and wellbeing of children
and young people and leading a whofe~of~government impfementation process:
1

"A whole-of-government collaboration to improve the mental health and wellbelng of children
and young people across the State be led by the Mental Health Commlssfon. (Page 63)".
Queenslanders see this as an appropriate process, and singling out a specific se1Vice for
closure WITHOUT such a thorough procedure is in complete contradiction to best practice.
On a National level, the National Mental Health Service Planning Framework (NMHSPF)
Project, an initiative of the Fourth National Mental Health Plan, will provided its finalised Care
Packages and Se1Vice Mapping on 30 September 2013. This is one part of a much larger
process to develop natf onal modeUing for mental heaith services - involving consumers and
community in the process - which will have implications for models of delivery and funding.
The NMHSPF project is joint-led by the NSW Ministry of Health and Queensland Health.
What implications, if any, does this Nationar process have for the whofe·of-govemment plan to
be developed by QMHC, and if a Care Package describing service models for 12-17 year olds
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has been designed, should Queensland wait to see what models are proposed before
undertaking significant changes to youth mental health services, especially since funding will
be tied to these models based on population demand for each servfca?
(ii) Health needs of any type become complex when they are neglected. If you leave any
condition without treatment or inadequate treatment, eventually lt will become chronic 1 acute
and serious. In many cases 1 it will become life threatening. While there is significant
recognition of this in much of the health sector (eg all forms of cancer, diabetes, heart
condlttons) with extensive methods and availability of 'early detection', low grade intervention
and preventative treatments, this Is stilt not a priority In adolescent mental health.

As with many human services, it is more appropriate and cost efficient to provide services in
the comrnunity setting through localised community based organisations and agencies.
These rely on funding from all three levels of government. Services such as CYMHS could
be developed into portal services that are much better resourced and become a trusted first
point if a young person shows any sign of an emerging mental health need.
The focus needs to be on genuine and foot proof Intake and assessment and then
coordination of a referral plan to the most suited treatmenUprogram/specialised seivices for
each individual need. This will require those services to exist. This requfres refiabfe and
ongoing funding and a reversal in the funding cuts that have been implemented in the last 18
months. If the aim is to diminish the need for complex care, then the action must be on the
preventative and early response services.

Designing youth mental health services for the 21 31 century: examples from Australia, Ireland
and the UK Patrick McGorry, Tony Bates and Max Birchwood. (British Journal of Psychiatry
2013)

Kim-Cohen, J. et al 2003, cited in Department of Health, Mental Health Division (England)
20101 New horizons: confident communities, brighter futures: a framework for developing
wellbeing 1 England p. 26.
1

et al. 2012
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